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Abstract—We show cloud developers how to right size data
center (DC) capacity for geo-distributed applications deployed
on several multi-megawatt DCs, possibly also using many smaller
edge DCs. Note that capacity considerations for a geo-distributed
infrastructure do not decompose into individual DC capacity
planning. When edge DCs are used, heterogeneous availability
and costs affect the capacity split between the edge and core DCs.
Non-uniform spatial distribution of clients and interdependence
between latency and availability constraints make it non-trivial
to provision the right capacity at each DC.

We develop a geo-distributed capacity planning framework to
capture the key factors that influence capacity, ranging from ap-
plication demand patterns, latency and availability requirements,
DC cost-availability trade-offs, and data replication overheads.
We apply our framework to a realistic application and DC
infrastructure setting to gather insights into how capacity should
be provisioned and allocated across DCs for a representative set
of requirements and costs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many applications such as web search, social networks,
remote collaboration, media streaming, and gaming, require
an online service component managed at DCs besides client
side resources. The data center (DC) infrastructure cost is a
significant fraction of the “cost-to-serve” in these applications,
making it critical for the infrastructure to be right-sized. For
the infrastructure(-as-a-service) provider, right-sizing the DC
capacity lowers the capital expenditures (cap-ex) of not just
the servers in the DC, but also the ancillary equipment includ-
ing diesel generators, power distribution equipment, cooling
systems and even the real-estate. It can also help ease the
operational expenditures (op-ex) involved with powering and
managing these systems. For the application, even though a
cloud theoretically offers an elastic capacity-on-demand, cloud
infrastructure itself is not as elastic. As a result, reserving
capacity in advance is often more cost effective (reservation
based prices are significantly lower on Amazon EC2) and
ensures that required capacity will be available when needed
(such as after a DC failure when new capacity requests may
be denied).

To right-size infrastructure capacity for Internet-scale ap-
plications, we must not only provision capacity for meeting a
certain demand, but also address two additional factors – geo-
distribution and availability, which make the problem more
complicated as identified below.

First, because latency is extremely important for interactive
Internet applications [7, 14, 15, 22], applications use geo-

distributed cloud DCs to get closer to clients. However, pro-
visioning capacity at each such geo-distributed DC indepen-
dently is not optimal. Since client demands vary with time,
jointly optimizing capacity across multiple DCs within the
latency constraint can reduce peak loads by multiplexing DCs
that do not peak at the same time.

Second, hardening each DC individually to meet availabil-
ity targets is not cost effective [12, 21] (a Tier-4 offering
99.99% availability is twice as expensive as a Tier-2 DC
offering 99.75% availability) or even feasible [16] because
DCs fail due to many reasons including natural calamities
(e.g. earthquakes, floods), extended power outages (e.g., diesel
generators ran out of fuel during Hurricane Sandy), power or
cooling equipment failures, network breakdown, and software
or operational bugs [4, 13, 25]. As a result, geo-distributed
spare capacity is required for high availability (e.g., Amazon
S3 offers data durability for up to two simultaneous DC
failures). However, provisioning the right amount of spares
across locations is non-trivial because the client distribution in
space and corresponding DC capacities are not uniform.

Third, availability and latency are non-orthogonal, and can
complement or work against each other from the capacity
perspective:

• Many new and emerging applications such as shared
document editing, cloud assisted driving [23], and real time
analytics on augmented reality wearables such as Google
Glass, necessitate very low latencies, leading to greater
geo-distribution through the use of smaller edge DCs placed
close to clients. Since edge DCs do not benefit from the
same economies of scale as larger DCs, they have lower
availabilities. Hence, tightening latency targets may increase
the geo-redundant capacity required to maintain availability.

• Latency and availability SLAs are also non-orthogonal
because the latency SLA may have to be satisfied for the
entire fraction of time that availability is promised for. So,
if geo-redundant spares are used, they must not only meet
the availability mandates but do so within the latency SLA.

• To reduce latency, many applications partition user data
and locate each partition at the DC closest to its most
frequently accessing clients [1]. For those, a DC with
spare capacity cannot serve clients from a failed DC unless
client data was replicated to the other DC before failure.
The resultant replication increases the cost of availability.
Capacity planners must additionally determine the replica
locations and optimize the cost of replication bandwidth and



replica storage.

Many prior studies on DC capacity provisioning have con-
sidered latency and availability separately rather than in unison
as is required in this context, and mainly for a single DC. As
we will show, optimizing capacity at each DC individually
can result in 16% over-capacity even when geo-redundant
capacity is not exploited, and up to 48% higher cost when
geo-redundant DCs are used for backup capacity. There are
only a few studies which consider these issues for multiple
geo-distributed DCs [12, 17] but even these do not consider
latency and availability jointly. They only ensure that a non-
zero number of the geo-distributed DCs are available for the
required fraction of the time, but not that the available capacity
will suffice to serve the demand or that required data will
remain available for the promised availability. Such capacity
optimizations are less practical for applications because entire
DCs may fail more often than the application can tolerate,
especially in an infrastructure with many small edge DCs.

Contributions: This paper presents an optimization frame-
work for right-sizing a geo-distributed DC infrastructure,
jointly considering application availability and latency man-
dates to meet geographically distributed demand. The frame-
work can be used to plan DC capacities for a large class of
current and next generation systems that serve user-interactive
applications. It also models replication overheads when data
must be replicated across multiple DCs. To our knowledge,
it is also the first to consider heterogeneous DCs—fewer and
sturdier Core DCs, and plentiful and less-resilient Edge DCs—
in the same infrastructure.

To illustrate its usefulness, we apply the framework to a
realistic geodistributed DC deployment based on a commercial
cloud and measure characteristics of a large scale online
application serving millions of users. Under this evaluation
setup, the results show:

• Optimizing latency for a large percentile of clients, rather
than naı̈vely mapping each client to its nearest DC, can
yield significant savings with negligible differences in
overall latency.

• When data replication is not required, using cheaper
lower availability DCs and adding redundant capacity in
geo-redundant DCs leads to lower costs than building
higher availability DCs. However, when data replication is
required, the replication bandwidth costs could outweigh
the savings from using low availability DCs.

• When using edge DCs, there is a sweet spot of availability
beyond which cost savings from using lower availability
DCs are reversed.

II. MODELS AND REQUIREMENTS

Capacity planning depends on the characteristics of the
geo-distributed DC infrastructure and the target applications,
as well as the performance and availability requirements.
These characteristics and constraints pertain to both the cloud
DC platform builders as well as cloud tenants (applications)
using the cloud - whether it be in-house applications such
as Google or Bing that build their own DCs, or external

applications hosted on commercial clouds such as Amazon
EC2 and Microsoft Azure.

A. Infrastructure Model

A large scale Internet application typically serves its cus-
tomers through a geo-distributed set of large DCs. A multi-
megawatt DC hosting tens of thousands of servers is typically
the right size to exploit economies of scale in infrastructure.
We refer to such large DCs as core DCs. In addition, the
infrastructure may optionally include smaller DCs, denoted
edge DCs, placed closer to the end users, primarily to achieve
lower latency than achievable with core DCs alone. Edge DCs
are not limited to acting as content delivery networks or caches
but could serve arbitrary application components. In our model,
any demand not served by edge DCs is handled by core DCs.

The cloud infrastructure wishes to right-size the capacity
at each of its sites. Capacities to plan include servers, network
and storage, cooling systems, power infrastructure, and real-
estate. Much of this is proportional, either linearly or through
complicated functions, to the number of servers. We use the
number of servers across DC sites as a proxy for capacity that
needs to be provisioned to meet the latency and availability
mandates, and to capture provisioning costs. Other components
are expressed using a ratio with respect to the number of
servers. We focus on the compute, storage, and network costs,
assuming the remaining equipment can be proportionally sized.
We assume that DC sites are not constrained by non-compute
resources such as power, cooling and real-estate.

B. Application Model

The trade-off between using geo-redundant spare capacity
or making each datacenter highly available depends on whether
explicit data replication across DCs is required due to avail-
ability planning. We plan for both cases separately:

No Replication cost: If the application is stateless or if
geo-replication is required even without availability related
optimizations, then we do not consider the replication costs
as part of the capacity planning trade-off. In web search, a
stateless application, the search index is available at all DCs
and any local customer behavior data at a DC is not crucial
to serve the same customer from another DC. An airline
reservation system is an application where replication costs
are incurred regardless of availability concerns, as information
such as seats and pricing data is stored at multiple DCs for
lower latency. Here, a distributed replication and consistency
maintenance protocol (strong or eventual) must already be in
place, requiring no additional replication just for availability.
For such applications, a customer can be served by any DC
after a DC failure as long as capacity is available and we need
not design for replication costs or replica locations.

With Replication cost: For many applications such as email
(e.g. Gmail, Outlook) and social networks (e.g. Facebook),
data can be partitioned among geo-distributed sites such
that each partition is located close to its most frequently
accessing users [1]. This reduces latency [9]. However, if
another datacenter is to serve the clients previously served
by a failed datacenter, data must be replicated before failure
(possibly synchronously if stale data is not acceptable, or with
some lag between datacenters). Commercial clouds such as



Amazon S3 and Azure Storage offer the option to replicate
data to geographically separated datacenters. In this case, if
the capacity planning solution uses geo-redundant capacity to
allow for lower availability at individual datacenters, then the
cost of replication must be considered. These costs include
inter-datacenter bandwidth and the extra storage space used at
the replica location, and are incurred even when no failure has
occurred.

Besides costs, replica locations limit the datacenters that
can be used to serve demand after a failure. Since data cannot
be moved frequently, this also restricts changing the backup
locations over different times of day as the demand varies.
For applications requiring synchronous replication, this also
impacts the end-user response time even without any failures.
Consequently, aside from capacity at each datacenter, we must
also determine which data should be replicated where, to
achieve the lowest cost for the required latency and availability
targets.

Given the geo-distributed infrastructure and application charac-
teristics, there are two main non-orthogonal requirements when
provisioning capacity: (i) performance, and (ii) availability.

C. Availability Requirement

The availability contract between the cloud operator and the
hosted application is complicated by the fact that each single
server or virtual machine (VM) offered by the cloud might
not support the application’s required availability by itself. The
distributed deployment of the application across multiple VMs
depends on the application’s design and is outside the cloud
provider’s control. Applications may additionally use multiple
datacenters to boost availability (possibly with a performance
penalty). These options, combined with lack of a common
expectation, or even definition, of application availability
make it hard to specify the availability SLA between the cloud
infrastructure and the tenant applications. Amazon EC2 only
offers an availability number for the EC2 region as a whole
and not for the individual VMs or even an entire application
comprising of a group of VMs [5]. Microsoft Azure does offer
an availability number for application VMs if the application
hosts a specified minimum number of VMs, but even then, the
availability is defined as the application being reachable and
not necessarily running at required capacity for that time [6].

For systematic analysis, we introduce a general framework
for specifying the availability SLA, which not only captures
the commercial cloud availability SLA examples mentioned
above, but also offers an analytically tractable model. We first
define three key availability considerations that are necessary
to specify the availability SLA:

Definition 3.1. Server availability (as): Server availability,
denoted as, is defined as the ratio of time for which that server
is available to the total time over which availability is being
computed (e.g., over one month, as used in current commercial
clouds [5, 6]).

A server in this context represents a single unit of deploy-
ment offered by the cloud. This could be a physical server
offered by bare metal clouds, a VM on EC2 or Azure, or
a higher level cloud service component, such as an ASP.Net
cloud service on Azure. A server may not be available due

to issues within its own physical enclosure such as hard disk
or memory failures, overheating, etc., or external factors like
network or power failures that renders the server unreachable.

With increasingly complex large scale DCs, server failures
may not always be independent and entire DCs can become
unavailable [4, 13, 25]. With growing geo-distribution, and a
lot more edge DCs (more likely to fail), it is important to
consider the possibility of entire DCs going down. Individual
server failure is not sufficient to calculate DC availability.
Instead, we define DC availability ad separately.

Definition 3.2. Data Center Availability (ad): If p is the
probability that the entire DC becomes unavailable, then
ad = (1 − p). Since a server is always unavailable when its
DC is unavailable, as ≤ ad.

Hardening each DC to a very high degree of availability can
be expensive [12, 21] or even infeasible [16]. Geo-distribution
may be required to achieve desired application availability,
which implies that DC availability may not be the same as
application availability.

Definition 3.3. Application Availability (aa): This is the avail-
ability desired by an application for its entire capacity demand.
The application demand (using say C servers) must be served
for at least aa fraction of the time.

The value of aa in relation to as and ad affects how much
(and where) capacity needs to be provisioned:

Low Availability (LA), when aa ≤ as: The application is
satisfied with the offered server availability. In this case aa can
be achieved by simply providing enough servers (C) to meet
demand since each server maintains the required availability
for its share of the demand. Failures, whether of each server or
of the entire DC, are tolerable even without any spare capacity.

High Availability (HA), when as < aa ≤ ad: The application
needs each server to have a higher availability than what
is offered by the raw server. However, the DC as a whole
is more available than aa, and a single DC can meet the
availability SLA by providing more servers than requested by
the application. The application could procure C∗(aa/as) such
failure independent servers to ensure that at least C servers
are available for aa fraction of the time. Commercial DCs
use availability zones and fault domains (e.g. [6]) such that
multiple servers across such zones do not fail simultaneously,
offering failure independence across these zones.

In reality, the number of fault domains may be less than
the number of servers needed. If the probability that at least
z out of all Z availability zones are up with probability aa,
then the application could divide its capacity uniformly into
z parts of size C/z across z zones and additionally request
(C/z) ∗ (Z− z) spares on the remaining zones so that at least
C units are available with probability aa, within the same DC.

High Availability, Geo-distributed (HA-Geo) when aa >
ad: If the DC itself has lower availability than aa, provid-
ing any spare capacity within the DC will not suffice. The
application must obtain capacity at multiple DCs such that
even when one or more DCs fail, its availability target is met.
Assuming the application software is already designed to geo-
distribute across multiple data centers and mechanisms such as
Amazon Route 53 and Azure Traffic Manager are available to



re-direct clients from a failed DC to other DCs, the application
layer availability can be achieved by deploying the application
across multiple DCs such that the probability of a subset of
them being up is at least aa.

If DC failures are independent, the probability, A, that at
least q out of n DCs are available, can be calculated using the
following equation (also used in [12, 21]):

A =

n∑
i=q

(
n

i

)
aid(1− ad)n−i (1)

The application would choose a q that yields A ≥ aa. For
instance using ad for a Tier-2 DC, if aa is four nines (typical
Tier-4 availability [31]), then with n = 6 DCs, the probability
of q = 5 DCs being available is greater than aa (Table I). Using

Tier ad Monthly DC Downtime q
Tier 4 0.9999 4 min 19 s 6
Tier 3 0.9998 8 min 38 s 5
Tier 2 0.9975 1 hr 48 min 5
Tier 1 0.9967 2 hr 23 min 4

TABLE I: Number of DCs (q) out of all n DCs that remain
available with probability aa at varying individual DC avail-
ability, for n=6 and aa = 0.9999.

these q and n, the application should provision sufficient spare
capacity to accommodate the failure of any n− q DCs. Since
clients may not be uniformly distributed across the different
DC locations, the amount of failed capacity depends on which
DC fails. The spare capacity needed at different DCs depends
on the locations of the clients, DCs, and the latency constraints.
While prior work [12] addressed the number of DCs required,
the amount of capacity and its distribution to achieve the
availability within a performance target was not addressed.

D. Performance Requirement

We mainly consider user-facing interactive applications that
serve a geo-distributed population, e.g. web search, social
content sharing, collaborative editing, etc. For interactive ap-
plications, the primary performance objective is to reduce end-
user latency [7, 14, 15, 22]. Latency is a sum of service time
within the DC and network delay outside the DC. Service time
is typically based on demand volume and provisioned server
capacity, C. C is determined by application developers (like
by profiling service times at varying server loads) to meet
a service time requirement. Given C and demand volume,
capacity planning to determine where (i.e., which DC) and
how much additional capacity, depends on network latency.
Consequently, we use network latency from the end-client to
the DC serving that client as our performance metric.

The best network latency is achieved when each client
is served by its geographically closest DC. We refer to this
mapping of clients to DCs as Nearest DC mapping. We use this
as a baseline latency and assume that the latency SLA between
the application and the infrastructure is specified as a percentile
of this lowest network latency. That is, suppose a large fraction,
say the p-th percentile, (e.g. 95%) of the clients achieve a
latency of l milliseconds or less in the nearest DC mapping,
then the application would request a latency target of l for

the p-th percentile of clients from the infrastructure provider.
Client-DC mappings other than Nearest DC may be used to
optimize capacity within this latency SLA. Applications often
wish to minimize tail latencies rather than just the average
latency [10, 20] and our percentile based approach allows that.

E. Design Space

We consider the following joint performance-availability
contracts:

Independent Latency and Availability (I): Here, latency and
availability SLAs are treated independently. The latency SLA
is promised only for the server availability, i.e. only for as
fraction of the time. This is not a concern when as ≥ aa. For
other cases, when failures happen, even though the application
would remain available for aa fraction of the time, latency may
not remain within target for aa − as fraction of the time.

Joint Latency and Availability (J): Target latency is main-
tained for the promised availability of aa fraction of the time.

Hybrid (Hy): Treating latency and availability orthogonally
(I) might not suffice for the application. However, requiring
stringent latency even under failures (J) may be very expensive.
In fact, when aa > ad maintaining the latency SLA might not
even be feasible for aa of the time because after a DC has
failed, the next nearest DC to serve its demand may be too
far away to serve the p-th percentile of the clients within l.
Instead we could allow a longer latency l′ after a DC failure.

Thus, the hybrid latency SLA is defined as l for ad fraction
of the time and a more relaxed latency l′ for the remaining
aa − ad fraction of the time for a percentile p of clients. For
cases where aa ≤ ad, one can use l′ = l though possibly at a
higher cost than allowing a larger l′.

Table II shows the latency-availability design space result-
ing from the above SLAs. It also shows what the nearest DC
mapping, which has the least latency, achieves for availability.

Latency SLA
Avail. SLA Nearest

DC
(avail.)

Latency l for
as only

Latency l for as

and l′ for aa−as

Latency l
for aa

aa ≤ as Yes J-LA J-LA J-LA
as < aa

aa ≤ ad

Yes (with
spares)

I-HA Hy-HA J-HA

aa > ad No I-HA-Geo Hy-HA-Geo -
Latency and availability SLA: J-Joint, I-Independent, Hy-Hybrid

Application availability: LA-Low , HA-High , Geo-Geodistribution

TABLE II: Achievable latency and availability contracts for
various values of aa. The best option, J-HA, may not be
feasible for all scenarios, though I-LA is always feasible. Prior
works covered aa ≤ as, aa ≤ ad, and I-HA-Geo.

When aa ≤ as (first row), the joint latency and availability
constraints are easy to achieve. No spares are needed and
there is no reason to offer anything less than J-LA. Even the
nearest DC mapping achieves the joint targets. However, a
potentially lower capacity can achieve similar performance and
availability by exploiting temporal variations across different
time zones. Demand peak separation across time zones allows
allocating some clients to DCs other than the nearest, but
within the latency constraint, reducing the peak demand at
each DC and as a result, the DC capacities.



When aa > as, existing works only consider availability
and latency independently, thus covering only the column
corresponding to latency l for as only. Our framework covers
the remaining portions of the feasible design space (the bottom
right cell remains un-achievable) while including the existing
solutions (I-HA and J-LA) as special cases.

III. PLANNING FRAMEWORK

Using the above models and requirements, we now describe
the capacity planning framework for geo-distributed applica-
tions. Consider n geo-distributed DCs at known locations.
Location selection has been considered in related work [2, 12],
and we focus on provisioning capacity at the selected DC
locations. Clients are spread across m locations. We model
a small geographic area within which network latency is in-
significant as a single client location with demand proportional
to its population, similar to [12, 26].

One of the quantities we wish to obtain is the server
capacity allocated to an application at each DC. Let Cj denote
the capacity allocated at DC j. This includes any required spare
capacity. If data must be replicated across multiple DCs only to
meet availability, we include the extra cost of data replication
bandwidth and storage. To keep all resources in the same units,
we denote the outbound bandwidth required as a multiple of
server capacity, usingNCR as the proportionality constant. i.e.,
NCR is the ratio of replication bandwidth to compute capacity.
The bandwidth at time t is a product of NCR and the server
capacity used in DC j at time t (which may be lower than
the provisioned, Cj , due to temporal demand variations and
unused spares). Similarly, replication related storage overhead
is modeled as SCR per unit compute capacity.

Let di(t) be the time-varying demand for a client at
location i in time slot t, where t ∈ {1, ..., T} and T is a period
over which demand repeats. Many applications follow a diurnal
pattern [11, 28] and so we use T = 24 hours, discretizing time
to 1 hour slots. The demand is expressed in units of server
capacity. Section IV explains how we obtain a realistic demand
pattern for a large set of geographically distributed clients.
Table III summarizes the parameters used in the optimization
framework.

A. No Replication

We start with the formulation for the case where replication
is not needed, using core DCs only, and later enhance it to
include replication and edge DCs. The goal is to optimize the
capacity cost while meeting latency and availability SLAs.
Objective: The optimization objective can be expressed as:

min
∑

j∈{1,...,n}

Cj (2)

Constraints: Let fijk denote the demand from client i served
by DC j when the k-th DC has failed. Here, k ∈ {1, ..., n}
represent one of the n DCs, and k = 0 denotes the case that
no DC has failed. These variables also indicate how the client
demand should be allocated to various DCs upon each possible
failure, and are a useful output to have.

We could treat fijk as varying with time, implying that
clients can be allocated to new DCs after every time slot, or

Constants
m,n, ne Number of client, core DC, and edge DC loca-

tions, respectively
di Total demand from clients at location i
Lij Latency between locations i and j
lij Latency for client at i served by DC at j
l and l′ Latency targets before and after failure, respec-

tively (l′ ≥ l)
C,N ,S Unit compute, network, and storage costs
NCR,SCR Replication network-compute ratio and storage-

compute ratio, respectively
Variables
i, j, k, d Location indices for clients, serving DCs, failed

DCs, and backup DCs respectively
Cj Compute capacity at DC j.
fij0 Demand from client i served by DC j pre-failure
fijk Demand from client i served by DC j post- failure

of DC k
δfijk Difference in post-failure and pre-failure demand

for client i at DC j
rijd Fraction of client i’s demand at DC j that is

backed up by DC d (data for this demand is
continually replicated to d from j)

Njk Replication bandwidth between DCs j and k

TABLE III: Constants and variables used. For cases where a
variable x changes in time, we use x(t).

fixed over time (clients are assigned to a single DC and only
redirected upon failure).

Let Lij represent the network latency between locations i
and j. We use lij to represent the latency when DC at location
j serves a client at location i. With no replication Lij = lij but
can differ with replication as explained later. When all DCs
are operational, the latency target is l, i.e.,∑

j:lij≤l

fij0(t) ≥ di(t),∀i, t. (3)

When one or more of the DCs are unavailable, the latency
target is l′ (when J-HA is feasible l′ could be same as l). i.e.,∑

j:j 6=k,lij≤l′
fijk(t) ≥ di(t),∀k > 0, i, t. (4)

Finally, we ensure that each DC is equipped with sufficient
capacity to accommodate all the client workload assigned to
it both when no DC has failed and when some have failed.
When no DC has failed, the capacity constraint is:

Cj −
∑
i

fij0(t) ≥ 0,∀j, t (5)

Based on equation (1), application must remain available even
if up to (n − q) DCs fail. For practical values of application
availability aa and core DC availability ad, (n−q) = 1 suffices
and (n−q) = 2 is likely required for edge DCs (Table I). With
one failure, the capacity constraint is:

Cj −
∑
i

fijk(t) ≥ 0,∀k(k > 0, k 6= j), j, t (6)

Section III-C lists the constraint with (n− q) = 2 along with
other considerations for edge DCs.

The above optimization problem is a linear program (LP)
and can be solved using any LP solver. We use CPLEX [18].



B. With Replication

We assume that the replicas must be saved at the DC
location where the client will be served from after failure1.
If client i is redirected to DC d on the failure of DC j, then
we replicate i’s data to d.

Upon failure, the application may want the freshest data
or may tolerate some staleness (client’s most recent changes
may be lost). Hence, the replication may be (i) synchronous
(i.e., response to a client request is sent after replication is
completed), implying that replication delay is a part of the
latency SLA, or (ii) asynchronous (i.e., replication may finish
after the client response is sent) and replication latency is not
part of the client latency.

Synchronous: Total latency experienced by a client i served by
DC j that synchronously replicates to DC d is given by, lij =
Lij+Ljd. We assume the size of data being replicated is small
and the inter-DC bandwidth is large (most DCs are directly
connected to fiber backbones). This implies, replication latency
is primarily determined by the round trip delay between the
DCs, ignoring the transmission delay. The pre-failure latency
constraint lij ≤ l stays the same as before but feasible values
of l change due to higher value of lij .

Asynchronous: Here, latency before failure is not affected by
replication. Replica locations are only constrained by the post
failure latency as without replication.

Constraints: In addition to the constraints from the no repli-
cation case, we now have additional costs related to replication
bandwidth and storage space. Suppose rijd denotes the fraction
of client demand from location i whose data from DC j is
replicated to DC d (i.e., this demand will be redirected to
d), for all possible DC failures (i.e., for any failed DC k).
Demand from i may be re-directed from j to d even when
j has not failed since latency constraints may require a part
of j’s capacity to be re-allocated to some of the clients from
failed DC k. The variables rijd help compute the replication
bandwidth and storage costs. One-way replication bandwidth
from j to d on behalf of i is NCR × rijd and storage space
used at d for data from j on behalf of i is given by SCR×rijd.

To compute the values of rijd in addition to the capacity
allocations fijk, we add the following relationships between
rijd and fijk as optimization constraints. Before failure, every
fraction of demand has at least q backup DCs where its data
is replicated to. With q = 1, for any client i served by DC j,
the sum of the fractions of i’s demand backed up by j to all
remote DCs d should be greater than or equal to the amount
of i’s demand that j serves before failure.∑

d:d6=j,lij≤l

rijd(t) ≥ fij0(t),∀i, j, t (7)

After the failure of a DC k, the extra capacity at d used for i
should be at least as much as the sum of capacities from all
DCs j that re-directed any of i’s demand to d:∑

j:j 6=d,lid<l′

rijd(t) ≥ δfidk(t),∀k > 0, k 6= j, i, d, t (8)

1An alternative might be to always replicate to the nearest DC and in case of
a failure, migrate required data to the DC serving clients using that data. This
could tax the network significantly after a failure and make the system harder
to manage, potentially causing overloads and undesirable consequences.

Costs: Replication bandwidth between DC pair (j, k) for any
pair of DCs is proportional to the sum of demand backed up
on behalf of all clients, in both directions:

Njk(t) = NCR
∑
i

(rijk(t) + rikj(t)),∀t, j, k(j 6= k) (9)

The optimization objective is to minimize the total cost,
expressed below as the sum of the server cost, replication
storage cost, and replication bandwidth cost (corresponding
to the three addition terms) respectively:

min

C × Cj + (S × SCR)
∑
i,j,k,t

rikj(t) +N
∑
j,k,t

Njk(t)


(10)

C. Including Edge Data Centers

Edge DCs reduce latency by taking the DC closer to the
end user. Latency matters sufficiently for web search causing
Google and Bing to include edge DCs in their infrastructures.
In this section, we optimize edge DC capacity when used in
combination with core DCs. While large core DCs are typically
located away from population centers, edge DCs are located
close to them to achieve low latency. The availability of an
edge DC is often lower when compared to that of a core
DC due to limited infrastructure. The cost per unit capacity
at the edge might not always be lower though, due to limited
scale and high cost for real estate, power, and bandwidth, etc.
Compared to core servers, we consider both higher and lower
cost edge servers with lower availability than that of core.

Problem Partitioning: While the number of core DCs is
often small (in 10s), the number of edge DCs can be much
larger (100s or more). For tractability, we partition the problem
geographically - considering a single core DC and a number
of edge DCs for this region - based on the below observations.

A. Latency: So far, we have jointly optimized the capacity of all
cores to exploit temporal variations and availability. However,
edge DCs are only relevant for serving clients in their close
vicinity. So, using an edge DC in a time zone different from the
client’s, defeats its purpose. Instead, any demand not served
by the edges would be served by its nearest core DC.

B. Availability: In principle, all cores and edges DCs can help
take over as backup when one or more edge DCs fail. However,
latency considerations imply that typically only the DCs near
the failed edge matter as serving from a far off edge will almost
always be less cost efficient than using the nearest core DC.

Given these observations, the optimal capacity of edge DCs
within a small region is independent of other edges in far-off
regions. We want to consider a small region spanning multiple
edge DCs that could influence each other, such as a state
spanning multiple counties. We optimize the capacities of edge
and the nearest core DC within this region, with core being
always available. Indeed, the core’s availability may be less
than the application’s desired availability. If so, the computed
core capacity would then be input as demand from this region
into the framework presented for of multiple core DCs.

Formulation: The formulation for jointly optimizing the core
and edge capacity is based on that for the core DCs (Sec-
tion III-A), but with heterogeneous costs and availabilities for
these two. Demand from clients after an edge failure may be



served by any other edge within the latency constraint or by the
core. The goal is to minimize the total cost of the edge and core
capacity that satisfies the latency and availability constraints.

Suppose there are ne edge DCs, indexed j = {1, . . . , ne}
and the core DC is denoted using index 0. Let e express the
edge cost per unit capacity as a multiple of the core cost, with
e > 1 or e < 1, representing more or less expensive edge
capacity respectively. Let Cj represent the capacity at DC j.
The target latency l is more stringent here since the baseline
nearest DC mapping using edge DCs has much lower latency.

The objective is: min

C0 +

ne∑
j=1

e× Cj

 (11)

The latency and capacity constraints are similar to equations
(3) to (6), but using one core and ne edges, for the case of a
single edge failure. The only difference is that the summations
in those equations now run for j = {1, ..., ne} since the core
failure is addressed outside of this calculation.

However, for practical edge availabilities, it turns out, that
up to two failures may have to be tolerated. For instance, at aa
= four nines as earlier, using Tier-1 edge DCs (ad = 0.9967)
we now need ne − q = 2, based on equation (1). So we add
additional constraints for the case when two edge DCs fail.
Suppose the set of all possible combinations of two DCs from
the set of ne edges is denoted F , |F| =

(
ne

2

)
. Using the indices

k and k′ for the failed DCs, the latency constraint becomes:∑
j:j 6=k,j 6=k′,lij≤l′

fijkk′(t) ≥ di(t), (k, k′) ∈ F ,∀i, t. (12)

where fijkk′ is the fraction of demand from client i to DC j
during failure of both edge DCs k and k′ (similar to fijk in
equation 4). The capacity constraint is similarly modified to
include every possible edge DC pair failure.

IV. EVALUATION SETUP

We use the following realistic setup of clients, demand
pattern, and DC locations, also summarized in Table IV.

Clients: The end users of the cloud tenants’ applications are
typically located in many locations, spanning different cities,
states and even countries. Network latency within a few miles
is typically not noticeable and we can hence model customers
located in a small region as a single location. When modeling
the entire network with core DCs spanning the country, we use
the contiguous 48 states of the US as a representative set of
client locations spanning multiple time zones. When modeling
one region with multiple edge DCs, we model a state as a
region and each of its county as a client location. Demand
from a client location is set proportional to the US Census
based population of that state or county respectively.

Demand: To model temporal variation in demand, we obtained
the server cluster utilization from a production DC for a day
aggregated at 1 hour windows (Figure 1). The utilization data
corresponds to demand variations over 24 hours and is similar
to diurnal demand patterns measured in other works [11, 28].
For every client location, we scale this curve by multiplying
it with the client’s population. This demand is time shifted to
account for time zone differences among client locations.

Core DCs: We use publicly available DC locations of a
commercial cloud, Microsoft Azure for core DC locations.
These are located in Iowa (IA), Illinois (IL), Texas (TX),
Virginia (VA), Washington (WA), and Wyoming (WY).

Edge DCs: For edge capacity optimization, we use California
region. We locate the core DC in a sparsely populated part of
the state and edge DCs in the top five most populous counties.

Costs: We use Amazon EC2 pricing2 as an approximation of
DC resource costs: 5 cents/hr for reserved VMs, 2 cents/GB
for inter-DC network bandwidth, and 5 cents/GB-month for
magnetic storage. To compare different availability tiers, we
use the cost availability relation from [31] and scale the EC2
costs accordingly.

Infrastructure setup
Setup Core Core+Edges
Region US California
Clients US States CA Counties
# of DCs 6 core DCs 1 core + 5 edge DCs
Apps. No replication No replication

With replication -
DC availability tiers and core DC costs

Tiers ad C (c/hr) N (c/GB) S (c/GB-month)
Tier-1 0.9967 2.3 0.92 2.3
Tier-2 0.9975 2.5 1.00 2.5
Tier-3 0.9998 4.6 1.84 4.6
Tier-4 0.9999 5.0 2.00 5.0

Application setup - No replication
Core Core+Edges

percentile p 87-th 97-th
latency l 87-th percentile 97-th percentile
(for as) of Nearest DC of Nearest DC
latency l′ 1.4× l 1.25× l
(for (aa − as)) - 1.5× l

Application setup - With replication (Core only)
Asynchronous Synchronous

percentile p 87-th 87-th
latency l l1 = l l1 = l is infeasible

l2 = 2× l l2 = 2× l
Geo replication overhead

Ratio Units
Network BW NCR 1.812 MBps/server
Storage Space SCR 756.9 GB/server

TABLE IV: Infrastructure and application setup. Application
availability target aa = 0.9999. For lower and higher cost edge
DCs, costs are 1× and 2× the core DC costs, respectively.

Applications: For applications with no replication we consider
the setup of core DCs alone as well as a core with multiple
edge DCs. For the ones that require replication we use core
DCs alone. The application availability, aa, is 0.9999. We
optimize only for the p-th percentile of the demand. We choose
p by excluding the clients that are significantly separated
in latency (farthest from DCs) compared to the rest of the
population. It works out to be 87-th percentile when using US
states as clients (excluding 3 states much farther from DCs).
For the regional edge setup, this percentile is 97. The latency
SLAs for as and (aa − as) are presented in the Table IV.

Resource ratios: If replication is used, we need the ratios of
network bandwidth and storage space used per unit demand.

2http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/



Table IV includes our measurements of the replication network
bandwidth and storage space ratios on a commercial applica-
tion that stores partitioned user data, serving millions of users.

V. RESULTS

Using the setup described, we explore capacity planning
for various points in the design space presented in Table II.
Specifically, we compare the costs for using lower or higher
availability DCs, with and without geo-distribution.

A. High Availability Data Centers (aa ≤ ad)

First, we cover the top two rows of Table II, for applications
that do not need replication, using homogeneous core DCs.

1) Low application availability ( aa ≤ as): When aa ≤ as
(first row of Table II), the required availability is automatically
achieved in any solution that provisions sufficient capacity to
meet demand. One can simply achieve this by mapping each
client to its nearest DC and provision each DC with sufficient
capacity to meet the demand from all these clients. We treat
this nearest mapping as a baseline for capacity. Since the
nearest mapping achieves the lowest latency, we use this to
select a latency target: the application wishes to maintain a
large percentile of its clients to be within the same latency as
achieved with the nearest mapping (l is chosen to be the latency
that encompasses all but the longest latency client locations).

However, the nearest DC mapping may not lead to the
minimum capacity. Since clients in different time zones peak
at different times, allowing some clients to be mapped to DCs
other than their nearest one can help reduce the peak demand
on each DC, reducing the provisioned capacity at each site.

We use application and DC availabilities to both be Tier-4
(aa = ad = 0.9999). In Figure 2, the first two bars, show the
total capacity required for the nearest mapping, and the optimal
computed using the optimizer described in Section III. The
optimization exploits temporal demand variations but assumes
each client can be assigned to one DC and this mapping does
not change with time (fijk does not vary with time). We refer
to this method of capacity allocation as OPT.

The third bar shows the case where we further allow the
client mapping to be changed in every time slot (using fijk(t)),
to compare with [26]. While such dynamic allocation requires
advanced geo-distributed network re-routing techniques that
are not currently available, the result offers a reference point
for gains to be expected if such dynamic re-allocation were to
be provided. We refer to this method as OPT+Dyn.

Figure 3 shows the capacity distribution across the 6 core
DCs for the three cases. Since only the total capacity is being
optimized, more than one distribution may be optimal.

2) High application availability(as < aa ≤ ad): When
as < aa ≤ ad (row 2 of Table II), I-HA is achieved
automatically by the same capacities as for aa ≤ as. A better
SLA, J-HA, can also be achieved with a small amount of spare
capacity, proportional to aa/as within each DC. For instance
if as = 0.99, and aa=0.9999, then 1% of additional capacity
will suffice for meeting even the joint latency and availability
contract (J-HA). Hy-HA will save < 1% on capacity costs.

Other than this 1% difference, the required capacity for J-HA
in this case is the same as the optimal shown in Figure 2.

Observation: The key observation is that even when
geodistributed spare capacity is not required to achieve avail-
ability, optimizing for a latency percentile rather than using the
nearest mapping, yields non-trivial savings. While the optimal
allocation (OPT) saves 13% on costs the additional gains from
dynamic allocation (OPT+Dyn) are a modest 3.9%.

B. Low Availability Data Centers (ad < aa )

We move on to 3rd row of Table II for the no replication
case. We use low availability DCs to achieve the application’s
target availability (aa > ad). Specifically, we consider to host
Tier 4 applications (aa = 0.9999) using Tier-2 DCs (ad =
0.9975). We meet this availability SLA using geo distribution,
as individual DCs cannot guarantee aa on their own.

Here, for I-HA-Geo the latency SLA (independent of the
availability SLA) is met as before using the capacity calculated
for aa ≤ as (Figure 2). To meet the availability SLA, we need
to ensure that the application is reachable for aa fraction of
time. Using equation (1), if we select q such that A ≥ aa,
then at least q DCs are available for aa. So we simply need
to deploy the application in more than n− q DCs for it to be
reachable. Given that the application is geo-distributed in all
the n DCs, we automatically satisfy the availability SLA.

A more interesting case arises when a joint availability
and latency SLA is desired. The best latency availability
combination we can achieve is Hy-HA-Geo. Indeed, geo-
distributed spare capacity is required to achieve this since when
a DC fails, spare capacity elsewhere must be used to maintain
availability for the entire demand. Turns out for the client and
DC locations in our setup, at least one failure possibility exists
that requires a post-failure latency l′ = 1.4 × l. So we use
l′ ≤ 1.4× l for (aa − as) fraction of time.

Figure 4a shows the costs required for I-HA-Geo and Hy-
HA-Geo using tier-2 DCs, compared to J-HA using tier-4 DCs.
The capacity for I-HA-Geo and J-HA are the same, but the
cost reduction comes from low availability of tier-2 DCs. For
Hy-HA-Geo, the overall capacity requirement goes up due to
increased need for spare capacity, however the overall costs
go down compared to J-HA.

Observations: Using lower availability DCs significantly
lowers cost, more than offsetting the cost of spare capacity, if
a small latency penalty during DC failures is acceptable. For
the above setup, the savings from using Tier-2 DCs add up to
over 48% compared to using the nearest DC mapping.

Another interesting observation is the distribution of ca-
pacity across DCs. Figure 4b shows the capacity distribution
for the Tier-2 DCs for Hy-HA-Geo. Since failure of each DC
requires provisioning sufficient spares to serve its clients, the
capacity is more uniformly distributed than in the nearest DC.

Additionally, the use of dynamic client assignment over
different time slots result in a 6.2% savings in costs (more
significant than with high availability DCs). We also evaluate
latency benefits of dynamic reallocation. While the percentile
latency constraint before failure is the same irrespective of
dynamic reallocation, the actual cumulative distribution (CDF)
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within that constraint could be different since more clients can
be allocated to nearer DCs when the demand is low. Figure 4c
shows the latency CDF for both static and dynamic allocations
for Hy-HA-Geo. Dynamic allocation yields lower latency for
more clients, especially for the tail.

C. Applications With Replication

We now consider applications with data replication. Repli-
cation is irrelevant for cases where geo-distributed capacity is
not used. Geo-distributed spares are required when aa > ad
for a joint performance and latency SLA (Hy-HA-Geo).

Depending on data freshness needed, asynchronous or
synchronous replication may be used. For asynchronous repli-
cation, we use the same latency SLA as earlier, but denote
it using l1 (where l1 = l) to distinguish it from the latency
used for synchronous replication. In synchronous replication,
a client latency includes not only the round trip network delay
between the client and the DC serving it but also the round trip
delay between that DC and the DC to which data is replicated.
Thus, the lowest achievable latency goes up and we evaluate
this case for a higher latency target, l2. We compare Hy-HA-
Geo (sync. and async.) using Tier-2 DCs with J-HA that uses
higher availability DCs (Tier-4). J-HA does not need geo-
redundant spares or replication.

To evaluate the cost of replication, we choose J-HA for
comparison as it achieves best performance SLA even without
replication. Figure 5 shows the costs for providing Tier-4
application availability using only Tier-2 DCs in comparison
with Tier-4 application hosted on Tier-4 DCs. The network
and storage costs of replication are shown separately from the
base capacity cost that does not include replication.

Observation: When replication is required, its overheads
outweigh the savings from using lower cost (Tier-2) DCs when
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Fig. 5: Total cost for applications requiring replication, using
Tier 2 DCs to achieve Tier-4 availability. Synchronous repli-
cation is only feasible if a higher latency SLA (l2) is used.

high availability (Tier 4) is required for the application. The
network costs, even though computed using the lower inter-
DC bandwidth price rather than the DC to client Internet
bandwidth, can be quite significant for data replication.

D. Edge and Core Heterogeneity

For infrastructure including edge DCs, we account for
heterogeneous availability and costs. As before, we consider
aa ≤ ad and aa > ad. However, edge costs may be higher
or lower in different deployments (Section III-C). To capture
this, we consider two different edge costs: one higher and one
lower than the core DCs.

Table V shows the configurations used. When edges are
lower cost than the core, they are also lower in availability.
For low cost edges, the availability tier determines the cost.
Higher cost edge DCs cost 2× the core cost for the same
availability tier. For aa > ad cases when we support a joint
latency and availability SLA (geodistribution is required), l′ =
1.25l and l′ = 1.5l are needed for Tier-2 and Tier-1 edge DCs
respectively based on our client and edge DC locations.

Figure 6 compares the optimal capacities to the nearest DC



Low edge cost High edge cost
SLA Core Edge Core Edge

aa ≤ ad Nearest DC Tier-4 Tier-4
aa > ad Nearest DC Tier-4 Tier-3
aa > ad I-HA Tier-4 Tier-3
aa ≤ ad J-HA Tier-4 Tier-4
aa > ad Hy-HA-Geo Tier-4 Tier-2 Tier-4 Tier-2
aa > ad Hy-HA-Geo’ Tier-4 Tier-1 Tier-4 Tier-1

TABLE V: Heterogeneous edge and core DC configurations. I-
HA ignores latency on edge failure (No geo-distributed spares).

mapping. The nearest DC mapping in this case is computed
including the edge locations.
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Observation: Using lower availability edge DCs with geo-
redundant capacity is generally more cost effective than using
only high availability infrastructure (J-HA). However, using
very low availability edge DCs (Tier-1) does not reduce costs
but only worsens the post failure latency SLA.

Since Tier-1 edge DCs require tolerating two DC failures
to meet the availability constraints, the capacity and latency
overheads outweigh the cost savings in using low tier capacity.

VI. DISCUSSION

Planning horizon: In our analysis, we assumed that
a complete knowledge of demands is available and the ap-
plication developers and the underlying cloud infrastructure
are being planned in coordination. A more practical analysis
may extend our framework to address these assumptions.
Data center capacity must be planned for the time horizon
that is sufficiently far out to accommodate the data center
construction time, typically 12-24 months for large scale data
centers, and can be several months even for edges. Hence, the
capacity projected into the future, potentially based on demand
measured so far but including a probabilistic component for
predicted growth, would be used. Large applications using a
significant fraction of the infrastructure may provide their own
projections to the cloud to aid the cloud infrastructure in this
prediction, with the incentive that infrastructure capacity will
remain available for growth.

Elastic capacity: Clouds offer applications to be com-
pletely elastic in their demand, scaling up and down their
resource usage as needed and paying for what is used. How-
ever, the cloud infrastructure itself is not as elastic and as
a result, commercial clouds do not offer applications any
guarantees or SLAs on availability of capacity requested by
an application in response to a demand spike or failure in
some part of the infrastructure. If many applications request
spare capacity at the DC nearest to the failed one, those

requests will likely not be satisfied [3]. To ensure sufficient
capacity within performance and availability constraints, the
applications must also communicate its spare capacity needs
to the cloud. For instance, the application may pay a lower
price to reserve unused spare capacity and pay full price only
when this capacity is used. Such reserved but unused capacity
may be sold by the cloud on the spot market [30] until required
by the reserving application. The design of the pricing model
to share the cost of spare capacity between the cloud and the
application is beyond the scope of this work.

VII. RELATED WORK

Capacity planning has been studied in the context of the
facility location problem (FLP) for general geo-distributed fa-
cilities [8, 19]. Those works focus on algorithmic aspects with-
out considering Internet application and DC specific latency-
availability constraints or geo-distributed application concerns
such as data replication.

In the context of DCs, capacity optimizations have been
considered in [12, 17, 24, 26]. The closest related work to
ours is [12] which considers both DC placement and capacity
optimization, treating latency and availability independently.
As a result, it only computes the capacity to meet latency
constraints without considering availability. It computes avail-
ability in terms of number of DCs, without ensuring capacity
at the available DCs to meet latency constraints. The approach
in [26] also considers both latency and availability but does not
include replication overheads or edge DCs. It requires dynamic
re-routing of traffic over different time slots while we present
a more practical approach of allocating once and re-directing
traffic only upon failure.

Our work is also complementary to geo-distributed disaster
recovery techniques [27], and related methods for failure
detection and data consistency [29]. Such mechanisms will
be required in addition to capacity planning for developing
geo-distributed application software.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a general framework to right-size capacity
for geo-distributed DCs under stringent application latency and
availability constraints. The framework provides the correct
distribution of capacity among multiple heterogeneous DCs
to meet joint latency and availability SLAs for non-uniform
client distributions in space and the resultant requirement to
provision spare capacity for failures of differently sized DCs.

We used this framework to gain insights into key design
trade-offs for a realistic geo-distributed infrastructure example
using measured characteristics from a large scale Internet
application. We found that optimizing capacity can yield
significant savings over serving each client from the nearest
DC, within a similar latency constraint. We also found that
considering replication overheads is crucial when using lower
tier DCs with geo-redundant capacity instead of higher tier
DCs. Also, using lower tier edge DCs yields savings only
for some reduction in availability (Tier-2) and using very low
availability (Tier-1) does not help. Even though the costs and
constraint values may be different, than the ones we used, in
other deployments, we believe our framework can guide the
designer towards the right trade-offs in different settings.
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